
 
NARRATOR: 
Gather round people, 
For a story that must be told, 
About Santa Leviev’s Diamonds  
And the terrible secrets they hold. 
 
As we peel off the layers 
Of the onion of disguise 
We see that Leviev is in fact no Santa, 
He is the Grinch! 
And he is feeding us lies. 
 
So despite the success  
When we boycott and divest, 
If you take off his mask, 
And expose his dark task, 
You will see his true crime, 
Is to steal Palestine. 
 
PERSON 1: 
With newspaper in hand. Good news! Good news! Lev Leviev has made a public 
announcement that his company, Africa Israel is no longer involved in Israeli settlement 
projects and that it has no plans for future settlement activities. Everyone claps and 
cheers. 
 
NARRATOR 
(Santa/Grinch spins out of first layer, chorus peels off a layer of the onion) 
But peel off a layer of diamonds refined,  
And here you will find, 
How he is still treating his fellow mankind. 
 
PERSON 2: 
Reading the newspaper.  Leviev's company Leader Management and Development builds 
and manages the Zufim settlement on the land of Jayyous in the West Bank. 
 
CHORUS 
So despite the success  
When we boycott and divest, 
If you take off his mask, 
And expose his dark task, 
You will see his true crime, 
Is to steal Palestine. 
 
PERSON 1:  



With newspaper in hand. Good news! Good news! Celebrities who once wore Leviev’s 
diamonds will no longer be caught supporting him and have told him to take their famous 
faces off of his website. Everyone claps and cheers. 
 
NARRATOR:  
(Santa/Grinch spins out of second layer, chorus peels off a layer of the onion 
But peel off a layer of diamonds refined,  
And here you will find, 
How he is still treating his fellow mankind. 
 
PERSON 2: 
Reading newspaper. Through Leviev’s activities in diamond mining, purchasing and 
selling, he continues to contribute to severe human rights violations in Angola. 
 
CHORUS: 
So despite the success  
When we boycott and divest, 
If you take off his mask, 
And expose his dark task, 
You will see his true crime, 
Is to steal Palestine. 
 
PERSON 1: 
With newspaper in hand. Good News! Good news! UNICEF and OXFAM have severed 
all ties with Leviev and will not accept any financial contributions from him. Also, the 
Norwegian pension fund and other investors have divested from his company, due to his 
illegal settlement activities on Palestinian lands. 
 
NARRATOR: 
(Santa/Grinch spins out of third layer, chorus peels off a layer of the onion 
But peel off a layer of diamonds refined,  
And here you will find, 
How he is still treating his fellow mankind. 
 
PERSON 2: 
Reading newspaper. Leviev has supported settler organizations, like the Land 
Redemption Fund, which coordinate the takeover of Palestinian land in key areas 
earmarked for the expansion of settlements in the West Bank. 
 
CHORUS: 
So despite the success  
When we boycott and divest, 
If you take off his mask, 
And expose his dark task, 
You will see his true crime, 
Is to steal Palestine. 



 
 
NARRATOR: 
So now you can see, 
The Grinch before thee. 
With facts such as these,  
You cannot disagree. 
 
Leviev is no Santa indeed, 
But a man who profits while others bleed. 
 
But we must believe that 
Lev’s small heart can grow, 
Making him realize that: yo, 
Life does not consist of stealing and selling in a store, 
That life perhaps means a little bit more! 
 
Lev and compassion seems like a long shot, 
But maybe, just maybe… 
No ONLY – with boycott. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


